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ABSTRACT In Japan, blue and chub mackerels are often caught simultaneously, and their market prices
are different. Humans need to sort them manually, which requires heavy labor. The demand for automatic
sortingmachines is increasing. The aim of this paper is to develop an automatic sortingmachine ofmackerels,
which is a challenging task. There are two required functions. First, it needs localization of mackerels on a
conveyor belt so that mackerels can be transported to destinations. Second, species classification is needed,
but it is difficult due to similar appearance among the species. In this paper, we propose an automatic
sorting machine using deep neural networks and a red laser light. Specifically, we irradiate red laser to the
abdomen, and the shape of the laser will be circle and ellipse on the blue and chub mackerels, respectively.
We take images and use neural networks to locate the whole body and irradiated regions. Then, we classify
mackerels using features extracted from thewhole body and irradiated regions. Using both featuresmakes the
classification accurate and robust. The experimental results show that the proposed classification is superior
to the methods using either feature of irradiated or whole body regions. Moreover, we confirmed that the
automatic mackerel-sorting machine performs accurately.
INDEX TERMS Convolutional neural networks, fish classification, fish localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Japan, mackerel is a popular fish used as a food ingredient,
and a large amount of mackerels are caught every year. Blue
and chubmackerels are often caught simultaneously. Because
these two species are traded at different market prices, they
should be sorted manually before shipment. However, there
is a social problem that the number of workers capable of
performing the classification decreases as their age increases.
In addition, sorting the two species is not easy even for spe-
cialists. In general, the blue mackerels have a spotted pattern
on their abdomen, while the chubmackerels do not. However,
it is possible that the spotted patterns of the blue mackerels
may be quite thin, or some of the chub mackerels may have
a spotted pattern. Therefore, the ones with features of both
these mackerels are categorized as Hybrid for convenience.
We show these three species in Fig. 1.
Fish image classification has been studied since
decades [1]–[7]. Generally, the existing methods address
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Ikramullah Lali.
how to extract features from fish images and how to train
classifiers [8]–[11]. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, most existing methods are in software [5]–[7] with-
out actual hardware implementation, whereas, in this paper,
we addresse both software and hardware to develop an
automatic mackerel-sorting machine.
Developing automatic sorting machine of mackerels is a
challenging task. There are two required functions. Firstly,
it needs to automatically detect mackerels on a conveyor
belt so that mackerels can be separated from the belt.
Consequently, we can transport mackerels to destinations.
Secondly, species classification is needed. Unfortunately,
we discovered that a simple convolutional neural network,
CNN, cannot obtain favorable results. One obstacle is similar
appearance among the species. Although there are distin-
guishable features between species: texture on abdomen and
mackerel shape,1 it is hard to train CNN to capture such
features.
1Generally, body shapes are round and ellipse for blue and chub
mackerels, respectively.
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FIGURE 1. Mackerel species. Top row shows a blue mackerel, the next
two rows show the hybrid type, and the last row shows a chub mackerel.
The right column shows the pattern on their abdomen. (a) Blue mackerel.
(b) Hybrid type. (c) Chub mackerel.
We propose an automatic sorting machine using a red laser
light and Faster R-CNN [12]. The overall sorting machine
architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. The machine is equipped
with conveyor belt to transport the mackerels, cameras with
red laser for image capture, and a computer that controls the
sorting. The key mechanism is the irradiating red laser to
abdomen from diagonally above. Since the shapes around
abdomen area are different between blue and chub mack-
erels, the laser irradiated on blue mackerels appears circle,
whereas it will be ellipse on chub mackerels. Thus, we can
capture both the body shape and texture information from the
irradiated region.
In this paper, we define feature extracted from abdomen
region as local feature, whereas feature extracted from whole
mackerel region is defined as global feature. We propose
to use both the global and local features for species clas-
sification. Therefore, we construct a novel module, GLCC
(Global and Local features Conjunct Classifier). We place
this module on top of the Faster R-CNN. The use of both these
features achieves a higher performance than the vanilla Faster
R-CNN that uses only global or local features. It is worth
noting that the processing of the GLCC module is extremely
fast because it uses shared convolutional feature maps of the
Faster R-CNN.
The actual process of the sorting mackerels is shown
in Fig. 3. First of all, the machine receives a mackerel and
aligns it horizontally. Then, as shown in (a), a mackerel is
transferred from the back to the front side and the cam-
eras above it took pictures. Subsequently, as shown in (b),
the species is predicted. We use Faster R-CNN to detect
the two regions where red laser is irradiated and a mackerel
exists in the image. We extract global and local features from
both the regions and classify the mackerel into one of the
three species. Then, as shown in (c), the mackerel is shifted
to one of the three destinations. Finally, as shown in (d),
the mackerel was sorted correctly. We confirmed that the
FIGURE 2. Overall architecture of sorting machine. (a) Overview of sorting machine. (b) Components of sorting machine.
FIGURE 3. The sorting machine and the processes of sorting mackerels by the proposed method. The conveyed mackerel (encircled in orange)
was classified as a blue mackerel by the proposed CNN, and shifted to the left (indicating the blue mackerel category) of the conveyor belt.
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sorting machine could sort mackerels successfully with less
human labor.
The contributions of this study are as follows:
• We develop a mechanism to obtain the body shape fea-
ture in image by irradiating red laser. We can easily
get the three-dimensional feature of an image by this
method. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
study is the first to attempt three-dimensional feature
extraction for mackerel classification.
• We propose GLCC that is a novel CNN module uses
global and local features for species classification. This
module requires almost no additive computation cost,
because it uses a shared convolutional feature map with
the object detection CNN.
• We confirmed that a CNN can be trained not only on
the texture of an image but also on its shape information
indirectly. In this paper, we irradiated red laser to extract
features of the body shape of mackerels. Consequently,
the trained CNN can focus on the shape information.
This paper is an extended version of our conference
paper [13]. We presented the mechanism to obtain body
shape feature by irradiating red laser beam and overall sorting
machine. Moreover, we considered about the effectiveness of
using not only global feature but also local feature by the
activations of CNN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II, we present some related works. In section III,
we present our proposed method. In section IV, we com-
pare the proposed method with the conventional method.
In section V, we conclude this study.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, first, we mention the literature on fish clas-
sification. Second, we address the recent object detection
methods because our proposed method is based on Faster
R-CNN. Finally, we mention the FGIC (fine-grained image
classification) task, because our objective is to classify mack-
erels based on their class.
A. FISH CLASSIFICATION
Fouad et al. [1] classified tilapia and non-tilapia using image
processing techniques and machine learning. They used scale
invariant feature transformation [14] and SURF (speeded up
robust features) [15] in the feature extraction phase, and a
SVM (support vector machine), artificial neural networks,
and K-nearest neighbor in the classification stage. They
concluded that the SVM with SURF achieved the best clas-
sification performance. Khotimah et al. [2] proposed clas-
sification algorithms to categorize frozen bigeye, yellowfin,
and skipjack tuna. They used shape information and texture
features for classification. In their study, circular rate of tuna’s
head, ratio of head area and circular area and so on are used
as shape information, and texture feature is the gray level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCC) [16] of abdomen region. They
used a decision tree for the classification. Kitasato et al. [17]
classified blue and chub mackerels based on their geometric
features and several textures as discriminative features using
SVM as the classifier. They measured the ratio of the base
length between the first and ninth spines of the dorsal fins
to the fork length as the geometric feature, and considered
the texture features based on the GLCM of the abdomen
region. They classified successfully and achieved a high per-
formance, but their method is highly dependent on a mack-
erel’s condition and outer environment. Hasija et al. [3] used
a graph matching with subspace technique to classify fish,
and achieved a high classification accuracy compared to other
methods. Chuang et al. [4] used several features of a fish such
as head size, eye texture, and tail ratio for the classification of
seven fish species. Chuang et al. [5], [6] proposed an unsuper-
vised machine learning strategy for feature extraction. Hsiao
and Chen [7] proposed an over-atoms accumulation orthog-
onal matching pursuit for fish recognition. There are some
studies that use engineered feature or sparse representation
and machine learning for fish classification [8]–[11].
Recently, there have been many studies using
CNN for classification owing to its high performance.
Siddiqui et al. [18] used a CNN to classify underwater fishes
and proved that CNN is very effective in fish classification
in an underwater environment containing noise and blur.
Ge et al. [19] also used CNN to extract the feature rep-
resentation of image and used a GMM (Gaussian mixture
model) to classify fine-grained fish images. In addition, other
CNN-based methods also exist [20]–[22]. Apart from fish
classification, fish detection under a restricted environment
is also performed using a CNN [23]–[27].
Classifying fish based on local features such as abdomen
or head shape has been studied intensively. Moreover, a CNN
has been applied in each of the mentioned studies. Inspired
by these studies, we determine the use of a CNN to achieve
a high classification performance with a fast processing
speed.
B. OBJECT DETECTION
Here, we present an object detection method, which is the
core idea of our proposed method. Object detection is a pop-
ular research subject under computer vision, and the recent
trend is a CNN based method for object detection. Faster
R-CNN is one of the recent state-of-the-art methods and is
derived from R-CNN (Region based CNN) [28] and Fast
R-CNN [29]. R-CNN is composed of a proposal genera-
tion and classification stage. Proposals from a given image
are generated using other method modules such as a selec-
tive search [30]. Proposal regions cropped from the original
input image are fed into the classification stage, which uses
the CNN to classify proposals into objects or background.
In addition, a bounding-box regression process adjusts pro-
posal rectangles to the object size accurately. The problem
of R-CNN is its high computation cost because the CNN
computes a feature map for each proposal. In Fast R-CNN,
an RoI-pooling is introduced to share convolution features.
Given an input image, the CNN computes feature maps of
the entire image. By using the RoI-pooling, the feature maps
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of the proposal regions are cropped and pooled to a fixed
size, thereby reducing the computation cost. However, Fast
R-CNN requires another pipeline to generate the propos-
als, hence, it cannot process end-to-end consistently. Faster
R-CNN uses an RPN (region proposal network) to generate
proposals with convolutional layers. This realizes end-to-end
processing and improves detection speed and accuracy.
Apart from Faster R-CNN, YOLO [31]–[33] and SSD [34]
are also CNN-based methods and achieve a comparable per-
formance. These methods are a single shot detector unlike
Faster R-CNN; hence, they can detect fast at the cost of a
little reduction in the detection accuracy.
In this paper, the input image we considered contains a fish
in a part region of input image. To detect the region containing
mackerel features accurately, we use Faster R-CNN as the
backbone.
C. FINE-GRAINED IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
FGIC is a more challenging task than general classification
because the objects to be classified are similar to each other.
In this task, two problems occur: a large intra-class and a
small inter-class variance. To solve these problems, there are
some strategies using local features. Zhang et al. [35] used
R-CNN to detect proposals of object parts and classified them
using an SVM. Xiao et al. [36] used a selective search to gen-
erate proposal patches and they were classified into objects
and parts using a CNN. Ge et al. [19] used a CNN to extract
feature representations and used the GMM to classify fine-
grained images such as those of fishes and food. Fu et al. [37]
proposed a recurrent attention model without the need for
bounding-box annotations.
The recent trend includes a weakly supervised train-
ing [38]–[40] that does not require much effort for annota-
tion. These methods are effective by using local features of
objects for fine-grained classification, but have a multi-stage
architecture and complex pipelines. Our idea of using global
and local features of mackerels is inspired by these studies.
Moreover, our proposed method is an end-to-end trainable
CNN architecture.
The proposed GLCC module extracts features from global
and local regions of mackerels. Lisin et al. [41] also uses
global and local features. The difference between the pro-
posed method and [41] is the number of classifiers. Several
classifiers were used in [41], whereas one classifier is used
in the proposed method. Lisin et al. [41] trained the clas-
sifiers for each global and local feature. Then they used an
ensemble algorithm called stacking to combine the outputs
of the separate classifiers. On the other hand, the proposed
method combines the two features with regarding to channel
axis, resulting in one feature vector. Then we predict scores
using the one feature vector.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe the proposed feature extraction
and mackerel classification methods based on a CNN and
sorting machine. First, we describe the mechanism of the
sorting machine based on above concept. Second, we intro-
duce the mackerel features that form the core of the proposed
CNN architecture and the mechanism to obtain those fea-
tures. Third, we describe the proposed classification method.
Finally, the training strategy for the proposedmethod is noted.
A. SORTING MACHINE
The overall architecture of the sorting machine is depicted
in Fig. 2. In order to identify the discriminative feature of
mackerels using red laser and thus, the sorting machine con-
sists of a red laser irradiator located diagonally above.
First, mackerels are transported from the conveyor belt
from the left to the right and are lined horizontally. When
mackerels pass the sensor, cameras take photographs using
irradiated red laser. The photograph is inputted to the pro-
posed CNN model, and it outputs the predicted mack-
erel species signal. Using the predicted results, the sorting
machine sorts the conveyed mackerels into three directions.
This machine realizes automatic mackerel sorting without
human labor.
B. EXTRACTING BODY SHAPE FEATURES
We emphasize the importance of local features extracted from
the abdomen of mackerels. In practice, fisheries distinguish
mackerels by inspecting the patterns on their abdomens.
Moreover, different types of mackerels have different body
shapes.
The blue mackerel has an approximately circular body
shape, while the shape of the chub mackerel is close to an
ellipse. This difference is not trivial and an important factor
when distinguishing types of mackerels. The body shape
appears on a local region toward overall mackerel body and is
smaller than the texture feature; thus, we use the body shape
as a local feature.
FIGURE 4. Mechanism to obtain local features. Red and green rectangles
represent the body and abdomen regions of the mackerel, respectively.
Faster R-CNN detects each region.
The texture is clearly visible on the abdomen, and it can
hence be used for image processing. However, we cannot
use body shape information for image processing because
that feature does not ordinarily appear on the surface of the
mackerel. To extract features from the abdomen, the proposed
mechanism irradiates a red laser beam toward the mackerel
from diagonally above as shown in Fig. 4, to obtain the body
shape feature image. We can detect the abdomen through the
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FIGURE 5. Architecture of the proposed method. The most important concept of this architecture is the feature extraction from both the whole body
(mackerel region) and abdomen (red line region), which are depicted as global and local features after detection. Specifically, we extract features of the
detected regions from conv5-3 feature map. Then, we apply RoI-Pooling to the features, resulting in the same size features. Finally, both of the features
are concatenated and used to predict class scores.
regions of red laser light. Because mackerels lie horizontally,
we can obtain continuous information on their abdomen by
using red laser. Through this mechanism, we can obtain the
body shape information in the form of an image. When a
mackerel flows on the conveyor belt and reaches a specific
position, the camera automatically captures images so that a
series of similar images is obtained.
This mechanism is simple but effective to identify the
object’s shape. Almost all studies on fish classification focus
only their texture; thus, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this study is the first to attempt three-dimensional feature
extraction for mackerel classification. In this paper, we used
the whole mackerel region as the global feature and the
abdomen region with red laser as the local feature mentioned
above.
C. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
CNNs are frequently used in the field of computer vision and
achieve the best performance in several tasks such as object
classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation.
Therefore, we used this powerful tool for image classifica-
tion. However, vanilla CNNs do not use mechanisms that
focus on the local descriptor and overall image information
evenly. Based on these reasons, we proposed a new CNN
module directing attention to the overall image and the local
region of the object. To realize both regions, we adopted a
Faster R-CNN for convenience. In addition, we stress that
reliability and applicability of the Faster R-CNN are validated
through many applications: road damage recognition [42],
action analysis [43], pedestrian detection [44], document
analysis [45], domain adaptation [46], [47], image caption-
ing [48], and scene analysis [49].
The overall architecture of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 5. It consists of twomodules: Faster R-CNNand global
and local features conjunct classifier (GLCC) that is the
proposed module. We summarize the steps of the proposed
method in Fig. 6 to provide implementation details.
The Faster R-CNN module detects the body and abdomen
regions of the mackerel. Broadly, the algorithm of the Faster
R-CNN is composed of three parts. Firstly, it extracts features
FIGURE 6. Detailed steps of the proposed method.
from the input image by CNN, which is called as backbone.
In this paper, we used VGG16 [50] as the backbone. Sec-
ondly, RPN produces proposal regions. Thirdly, the proposals
are classified into the body, abdomen, or background.
The GLCC predicts the scores for four classes: blue mack-
erel, chub mackerel, hybrid, and background. The detailed
procedures are following. Given the global and local regions
by the Faster R-CNN, the GLCC extracts the global fea-
ture and the local feature by applying RoI-Pooling to the
regions in the conv5-3 feature map of VGG16, resulting in
two same size features: fglobal and flocal . Then, we merge the
two features into one feature by concatenating them along
channel axis: fconcat = concat(fglobal, flocal), where concat()
is a function that concatenates two feature matrices along a
channel axis. In this paper, we determine the third axis of the
features as the channel axis. Finally, we predict class scores
using convolution and fully connected layers.
By using the Faster R-CNN, we can detect the global
and local regions of the mackerel. Moreover, the algo-
rithm to extract both features is added to the CNN for
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end-to-end processing. Owing to both global and local fea-
tures, the proposed method can accurately distinguish the
mackerel species.
D. TRAINING STRATEGY
To train the proposed network, we used bounding boxes
of the mackerel and red laser regions as the ground truth.
We pre-trained the Faster R-CNN module to detect seven
regions: background, blue mackerel, chub mackerel, hybrid,
blue mackerel red line, chub mackerel red line, and hybrid
red line. Then, we fine-tuned the overall network (Faster
R-CNN + GLCC). The overall training loss is summarized
in (1).
Ltotal = Lrpn + λfastrcnnLfastrcnn + λglccLglcc (1)
Lrpn,Lfastrcnn, and Lglcc represent the loss function of the
RPN, Fast R-CNN, and GLCC, respectively. λfastrcnn and
λglcc are hyper parameters to balance each loss, and both
these parameters are set to 1. Lrpn and Lfastrcnn are described
in [12], [29], and thus a detailed explanation is not provided
here. Lglcc is the softmax cross entropy loss for the GLCC
module and is defined by (2).
Lglcc = − 1|M |
∑
i∈M
ln piu (2)
M denotes a minibatch subset, and pu is the output for the
correct label. The GLCC is trained with a pair of inputs and
true labels, i.e., (Rimackerel,R
i
redline, u
i) ∈ M . We selected a
pair of mackerel Rmackerel and red line regions Rredline as
the input of the GLCC based on their higher probabilities.
We assign a mackerel class label if both the IoU overlap ratio
between Rmackerel and the ground truth of mackerel and the
ratio between the Rredline and the ground truth of red line are
higher than 0.5; the others are labeled as background (non-
mackerel). We set the value 0.5 by following [12], [28], [29].
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluated the proposed method (Faster
R-CNN + GLCC) and compared it with other methods. The
proposed method is a detection-based method, but the aim
of this study is to use image recognition for image classifi-
cation. Therefore, we compared our method to simple image
classification. We applied vanilla Faster R-CNNs to use the
global (mackerel region) or local regions (redline region)
to confirm the effectiveness of using both of them, and we
denoted these as the Faster R-CNN -G and Faster R-CNN - L,
respectively.
In addition to these, we used a simple VGG16 CNN to
recognize mackerel images. This VGG16 CNN uses object
recognition and not object detection. This can help demon-
strate that the object detection-basedmethod is more effective
than the image recognition method for this task. The back-
bone of the Faster R-CNN used in this paper was VGG16 and
so a fair comparison could be made.
For both training and testing, we used GPU NVIDIA
TITAN X (Pascal).
A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
We prepared 417 mackerel images for training (blue mack-
erel: 81 images, chub mackerel: 258 images, and hybrid:
78 images), and 534 images for testing (blue mack-
erel: 48 images, chub mackerel: 264 images, and hybrid:
222 images). We splitted the images by dates of collection:
417 images are captured in December 2017, and 534 images
in January 2018. This split ensures variability of mackerels.
Each image has a mackerel region and red line region as the
ground truth. The Faster R-CNN - G was trained with only
mackerel regions, while the Faster R-CNN - L was trained
with only red line regions. The Faster R-CNN + GLCC was
trained using both of them. The same ground truths were
evaluated.
To compare the proposed method with other methods,
we used accuracy, detection, and inference speed as evalu-
ation metrics. Accuracy is defined in (3).
Accuracy = Ntruepositive
Ntotal
(3)
Ntruepositive is the number of images that are correctly catego-
rized by the methods, and Ntotal is the total number of images
for the testing dataset.
Detection is defined in (4). The prediction by object detec-
tion methods is dependent on the detected mackerel or redline
region in the image.
Detection = NtruepositiveBB
NtotalBB
(4)
NtruepositiveBB is the number of bounding boxes that are cor-
rectly detected as mackerel or redline regions by the methods.
In this work, the region in which the IoU overlap with the
ground-truth region is greater than 0.5 represents correct
detection. NtotalBB is the total number of ground-truth bound-
ing boxes. IoU is computed by (5).
IoU = |Roverlap||Rdetect ∪ Rgroundtruth| (5)
Rdetect andRgroundtruth denote the area of detection and ground
truth, respectively. Roverlap is the overlap area between Rdetect
and Rgroundtruth.
Inference speed indicates the processing time per image.
The sorting machine requires a fast processing speed and
thus, the methods are compared from the view point of speed.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Numerical results are shown in Table 1, and some successful
resulting images are shown in Fig. 7.
The inference speed of VGG16 was much faster than the
Faster R-CNN methods because it is a simple feedforward
CNN. However, its accuracy was much lower than the Faster
R-CNN methods. This is because that the VGG16 used over-
all image information containing large background regions
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TABLE 1. Accuracy of fish classification. The speed is the average
processing time of the architecture shown in Fig. 5. We measured the
average processing time over the test images.
for recognition. A discussion on the Faster R-CNN methods
is presented as follows.
All Faster R-CNN methods can detect mackerel or red
line regions successfully. The proposed method detected
mackerels and recognized their species more accurately
than the other methods. In terms of the processing time,
the proposed method is almost equivalent to Faster R-CNN
method - L and - G. As shown in Fig. 7, the recognition
results are incorrect in both the Faster R-CNN - G and Faster
R-CNN - L, while the proposed method successfully recog-
nized the species. From this aspect, using both global and
local features is effective in order to distinguish the mack-
erel species because the two features can complement each
other. In addition, the proposed method took almost the same
processing time as the vanilla Faster R-CNN because the
GLCC module shares convolution feature maps with the
Faster R-CNN module. Hence, the GLCC requires less
computation cost and can achieve improved recognition
accuracy.
In this experiment, the Faster R-CNN - G detects the mack-
erels with red laser, but this recognition result is lower than
that of the proposed method. From this view, it is important
for the algorithm to consider the local descriptor.
We carefully considered applying the proposed method to
a general image classification, such as ImageNet. However,
the method needs the special equipment to irradiate red laser
physically. It is not feasible to develop the equipment for
general targets. Therefore, the method works in the particular
situation, and it cannot be applied to general classification
tasks.
C. FAILURE RESULTS
Some failure results are shown in Fig. 8. These images were
classified as the incorrect species by the proposed method.
This is because these mackerels exhibited more similar
features than others.
For example, let us consider the top row of results in Fig. 8;
the correct species is the chub mackerel. This chub mackerel
FIGURE 7. Examples of results. The green dashed rectangle and text in the images are ground-truth bounding-box and species,
respectively. The red rectangle represents success result, while the blue rectangle is failure. Purple text indicates predicted species and
its confidence score. (a) Hybrid (score: 0.72). (b) Hybrid (score: 0.60). (c) Chub (score: 0.87). (d) Blue (score: 0.92). (e) Blue (score: 0.99).
(f) Hybrid (score: 0.97).
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FIGURE 8. Examples of failure results. (a) Hybrid (score: 0.77). (b) Hybrid (score: 0.78). (c) Hybrid (score: 0.86). (d) Blue (score: 0.86).
(e) Hybrid (score: 0.52). (f) Blue (score: 0.82).
has almost no spotted pattern in the abdomen and although
its body shape is of the chub mackerel type, some hybrid
mackerels exhibit shapes similar to it. Therefore, although, all
methods may make mistakes, the proposed method predicts
with higher accuracies than the other methods. This shows
the effectiveness of interpolation between the global and
local features and thus, the confidence in the hybrid class
increases.
Next, considering the bottom row of results in Fig. 8,
the correct species is the hybrid mackerel case; the proposed
method predicted blue mackerel, and the Faster R-CNN - G
also predicted blue mackerel. On the other hand, the Faster
R-CNN - L predicted the species successfully. This hybrid
mackerel exhibits a spotted pattern on the abdomen that is
specific to blue mackerels; its body shape was close to an
ellipse that is specific to the chub mackerel. The proposed
method predicted it as the blue mackerel with a probability
of 0.829; this confidence score was lower than the result of
the Faster R-CNN - G. The Faster R-CNN - G predicted it as
the blue mackerel with a probability of 0.863 and the Faster
R-CNN - L predicted it as the hybrid with probability
of 0.520; thus, the local features taught the CNN information
about hybrid species. As the result of this, the proposed
method predicted incorrect labels with a lower probability
than the Faster R-CNN - G, but it cannot obtain enough
information to predict correct labels.
Although using both the global and local features comple-
ments each other, if both features do not match these species,
classification becomes more difficult. In this study, we used
features that seemed effective, but theremay be other discrim-
inative features that are not based on specific appearances.
To address this issue, we need to examine discriminative
feature specific to mackerel, and use another feature without
our supervision.
We carried out an experiment using ResNet101 [51] as the
backbone of the Faster R-CNN. The accuracy was 76.8 (%),
which was less than VGG16. Generally, ResNet is superior
to VGG in image classification tasks. However, the experi-
mental results show that the accuracy is lower than expected.
We think this result was due to the amount of our dataset.
Actually, ResNet101 is three times bigger than VGG16. The
number of parameters is 14.7M in VGG, whereas 42.5M in
ResNet101. Note that the numbers do not contain FC layers
since those models are used as feature extractors. In order
to train big models such as ResNet, we need to expand our
dataset. Overall, VGG is a suitable model for our dataset.
Hence, the proposed method works well with limited datasets
such as ours.
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FIGURE 9. Each region detected by proposed method in one image of test dataset. Top row is global region (overall mackerel region) and bottom one is
local region (red line region). Left column shows the results of detection and right one shows some examples of the activation feature maps cropped
from RoI-pooling layer inside detected region. The red region indicates high activation. This mackerel is classified to blue mackerel successfully with a
probability of 0.996. (a) Mackerel region (Global region). (b) Red line region (Local region).
D. FEATURE ACTIVATION
Here, we discuss the activation of feature regions in mack-
erels. Fig. 9 shows the detection results of the global and local
regions by the proposed method and activation feature maps
cropped from RoI-pooling layer inside the detected regions.
For visibility, we show the activation maps on the detection
regions. As seen from Fig. 9 (a), some partial regions of the
mackerel are activated. However, the activated regions are
coarse due to RoI-pooling.
On the other hand, (b) shows that fine regions are activated.
Moreover, we can see the activations along the irradiated
red laser region. This verifies that the CNN can be trained
to focus on three-dimensional feature indirectly. The local
region is much smaller than the overall mackerel size, but
activation occurs at every position in feature maps of local
regions. Because of this, even if this feature map is pooled
to be smaller, it significantly contributes to recognition accu-
racy. These results indicate that important fine regions may
not be activated if the feature map is large. RoI-pooling to
large regions extracts coarse features, thus, it may lose fine
activation. RoI-pooling to small regions extracts fine features.
Hence, global and local features can compensate each other.
Therefore, feature extraction from global and local regions is
an important factor in mackerel classification.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an automatic mackerel sorting machine. This
is based on the Faster R-CNN and the GLCC that uses
global and local features extracted from the whole body
and abdomen regions, respectively. In addition, we extract
both the features from shared convolution maps so that we
can reduce computational cost. The GLCC improved the
classification accuracy by using global and local features as
discriminative features. Moreover, we validate that the local
region is necessary because of its fine activation in the con-
volutional feature map. The experimental results show that
the strategy using both features is very effective. In this work,
we used the Faster R-CNN as a feature region-based detector;
however, this can be replaced with other object detection
methods based on CNN such as YOLO and SSD. We will
focus on improving the classification accuracy considering
other discriminative features and using other efficient object
detection techniques in future studies. Another important
future work is developing a own neural network model using
better models such as YOLO to improve the performance.
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